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Meet the Artist: Cathy Grafton
Cathy Grafton has been demonstrating traditional quilting at historic festivals in
the Midwest since the 1970s and has been teaching and lecturing for more than
30 years. She has been recognized as an Early American Life Artisan since 2014,
an honor bestowed on a select group of artisans whose high-quality work very
accurately replicates the styles and techniques of historic work. We sat down for
a virtual visit with Cathy to learn a little more about her very interesting work in
the quilting world.
How did you get started quilting? Have you always done appliqué? My
grandmother and mother taught me to embroider when I was six, so I grew up
doing embroidery and at that time crewel was very popular. I would get the kits
and throw the chart away and just do it my own way. When I graduated from
college in 1971, I was bored and decided I wanted to learn to quilt. This was
before the quilting craze had started. So by 1976, when the bicentennial came
along and people were wanting to learn to quilt, I was teaching even though I
didn’t know that much about
quilting yet. Because of my
embroidery I have always loved the handwork part of quilting. I had
started participating in historic festivals by that time and since that
was all handwork applique became one of my fortes.
What do you do at historic festivals? I do a lot of hand quilting
demonstrations. Sometimes I demonstrate applique, and
sometimes I show how to make different embroidery stitches. At
some point I discovered silk ribbon embroidery and fell in love with
it. I wrote a book that was published by AQS in hopes of getting
quilters to use silk ribbon embroidery to add details to their work.
Most of the pieces I take to historic festivals now are ribbon
embroidery, some with touches of applique. I mainly demonstrate
the ribbon embroidery now.
Do you still teach applique? Or mainly embroidery? My modern
quilts are almost all applique, heavily embellished. I teach an
applique workshop called “Wildflowers & More”. I live in north

Cathy’s tent set up at a historic festival,
complete with quilted petticoat

…continued on page 3
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President’s Message
Anita M. Smith
TAS Founder/President
As I write this letter to you all, COVID-19 is in the news
everywhere and affecting everyone some way.
How do we focus on something positive during this
time? What do you do to refocus your thoughts?
APPLIQUE is a great option! We can’t control what is
going on in the world but we can control our choices of
colors, shapes, designs that bring joy to our personal
world. Hopefully you will be inspired by the applique artists in this newsletter. I
have enjoyed the “Then and Now” section to get reacquainted with our past
contributors to the TAS newsletter. I have really enjoyed hearing the feedback
from those of you that have written about the newsletter.
I love our TAS Board. They all have agreed to serve another year on the board.
We as TAS members are so blessed with these willing and talented applique
lovers who have volunteered to serve. We do need you to vote for the board by
returning the ballots. We need 5% of the membership to do this so we are
officially voted in for the State of Washington 501(c)3 requirements. Yes, your
vote matters.
The TAS Board also voted to postpone the annual meeting until July 9 & 10 due
to the COVID-19 restrictions for group meetings in Illinois. See the details in this
newsletter.
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The TAS Board has also updated, clarified and restructured many forms and
documents this past year. These documents, forms and standing rules will be
posted on the website in the coming months for all members to have access.
Chapters will have easier access to information and administrative guidelines to
grow your TAS chapter. We updated the Annual Meeting Guide so interested
members may sponsor an Annual Meeting in their area. We have Vimeo video
capability now and we are reaching out to teachers and designers to share their
unique video with us for our members to view. Our TAS Board is possibility and
outreach minded. I love, love, love it!! Thank you so much for renewing your
TAS membership.
Entire contents of this newsletter
Copyright © 2020 by the Appliqué
Society TM. All Rights Reserved. No
part of this newsletter may be
reproduced in any way without
the written permission of The
Appliqué Society TM.

Many kind regards and friendship,
Anita
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Cathy Grafton, continued from page 1
central Illinois in farmland, surrounded by prairies, and that inspired me to
create my prairie quilts. I applique the flowers and use embroidery to add
details.
Do you design patterns? No, my flowers are free cut. I didn’t have a
background in drawing so I started by just cutting the fabric in petal and
leaf shapes and laying out my design. My florals have a folk art feel to
them. I don’t work from patterns and don’t use patterns when I teach.
Sometimes it is a bit intimidating for students but once they get going they
love it.
Can you tell us a little more about your applique technique? I start with
basic shapes – triangles, circles, squares or rectangles – and then I shape the piece from that. If I am making leaves I
will cut a bunch of rectangles about the same size and then trim them down into leaf shapes. Each one might be
slightly different but that gives them a more natural look. I stitch
them using needle-turn, and then I use embroidery to add details.
How do you needle-turn your pieces? Do you draw your
stitching line on your cut pieces? No, I just turn them. I love it
because you can shape your pieces however you want them. It’s a
little bit intimidating to some people at first, but it becomes
second nature once they have some practice.
Is all your embroidery work done with ribbon? I use silk ribbon
and silk thread. Some of my stems are done in silk thread. I pretty
much only work with silk - it’s such a luxurious fabric and nothing
else gives the same effect and interest as the silk ribbons and
threads.
What kind of thread do you use? And what type of ribbon? I
use 1000 denier silk thread for embroidery. It’s a buttonhole
twist weight.
Cathy’s reproduction of a folk art painting of
YLI is the
George and Martha Washington from the
most
collection of the Abby Aldrich Rockefeller Museum
common. It
is heavier
than the silk thread used for applique and is the perfect weight
for stems and details. Historically silk thread was used a lot in
early embroidery so I like to use it in my work. I use 4 mm silk
ribbon, hand-dyed when I can get it. It is getting more difficult to
find. I love to use Fil a Gant from France for my applique. It’s a
very fine, strong glazed cotton that comes in endless colors.
…continued on page 4
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Cathy Grafton, continued from page 3
What types of needles do you like to use? For applique I
like to use fine straw needles.
Do you travel to guilds to teach and lecture? I do. I have a
lecture called “Prairie Quilts” that talks about my transition
from pieced quilts to applique and then to embroidery. I also
give a lecture on the Bayeux Tapestry, a famous
embroidered work in France I have been fascinated with for
years and have visited several times.
What workshops do you teach? I have a “Wildflowers &
More” class where I teach my free-cut applique technique
and I do a lot of silk ribbon embroidery workshops. I also
teach a hand quilting workshop and I do a crazy quilt
Cathy’s students hard at work creating free-form florals
workshop that uses the embroidery embellishment. I teach a
beginner design class, too, and have students bring a picture
of something they have always wanted to make and I walk them through how they can design it into a quilt.
What tip would you like to share with our TAS members? I think all appliquers should learn at least enough silk
ribbon embroidery to embellish and add details to their work that they could not achieve through applique alone.
Cathy is the author of Nature, Design & Silk
Ribbons, published by the American Quilter’s
Society in 1996. While the book is now out of
print, used copies can be found online.
Her award-winning Ceiltech Circles quilt
(left) was created using her free cut
applique technique, including the spirals.
The quilt won a judge’s choice award from
Anita Shackelford.
Cathy sells her work at numerous historic
festivals throughout the Midwest, including
small wall pieces, pockets and huswifes
featuring her embroidery. Visit her website
for a schedule of her upcoming events:
http://www.prairiequiltsandmore.com/. If
you are interested in booking a lecture
and/or workshop with Catchy, contact her by
email at silkribbon5@yahoo.net.
--Dana Doerfler
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Calendar of Events
Below is a list of academies, retreats and other appliqué-related events still being planned at the time of
publication. If you are aware of others that you would like to share, please email them to
webmaster@theappliquesociety.org for inclusion on our website and in future editions of the newsletter.

TAS Annual Meeting—July 9-10, 2020 (Note the new date!) — O’Fallon, IL
•

The Regency Convention Center, 400 Regency Park, O’Fallon, IL

Baltimore on the Prairie—September 9-12, 2020—Nebraska City, NE
•

For more information, visit their website https://www.baltimoreontheprairie.com

Then & Now: Barbara Burnham
Barbara Burnham was featured in the May/June 2012 TAS
Newsletter, shortly after her book, “Baltimore Garden Quilt”,
was published. Werecently caught up with Barbara to learn
more about how she draws inspiration from quilt history and
Baltimore album quilts.
How did reproducing the Baltimore quilt get you involved
with American quilt history or were you always interested in
quilt history? The antique quilt featured in my book,
“Baltimore Garden Quilt,” had no provenance, but it was
signed and dated “M.E.C. 1848.” We will never know who
M.E.C. was. What was her life like in 1848? What grew in her
gardens to inspire her applique? The Mexican American War
had just ended. Susan Curtis wrote in “A Flowering of Quilts”
that exotic flowers became popular in mid-century and began
to appear in the quilts of the time. Dahlias imported from
Mexico were all the rage. Tropical plants such as nasturtiums
and zinnias created a taste for brilliantly colored, exotic flower
beds of cockscomb, impatiens, and four-o’clocks. Bulbs and
tuberous flowers were planted en masse.
How has reproducing the 1848 Baltimore quilt changed how you do applique? To keep the reproduction quilt true
to the original antique, buttonhole stitched flowers required fine, close stitches, thin threads, and a bit of fusible
along the edge to prevent fray. On the flowers with numerous petals, the original quilter appliqued the petals one
petal at a time! To make sewing those flowers faster, I devised a technique to stitch layered groups of petals with
templates that overlap, rotate, and align on a pin. This technique is offered on my blog as a free tutorial and pattern
for a Layered Flower: http://baltimoregardenquilts.blogspot.com/2018/07/baltimore-garden-quilt-layeredflowers.html.
…continued on page 6
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Barbara Burnham, continued from page 5….
What is your applique process now in 2020 compared to
2012? I still prefer freezer paper on top as described in
“Baltimore Garden Quilt.” But depending upon the project or
class, I might do back-basting, buttonhole stitch, overlay, preturn seam allowances with starch or washable glue. Lots of
choices!
What is your favorite teaching method? I teach several
different methods in all my classes, whether hand applique,
hand piecing, or hand quilting. Students have different levels of
experience, ability, and patience. Learning different methods
gives them choices. In class, I use a camera system that shows
my hands projected onto a big screen, allowing extreme
closeups. I also use a microphone, which students appreciate,
especially in larger classes. Of course, there is always time for
one-on-one coaching.

See page 8 for pattern

Why do you love teaching? I learned to embroider with my grandmother at age 5, and over the years I have
enjoyed hand sewing of all kinds. Handwork brings me so much enjoyment, that I hope to share that joy with
others. It is rewarding to see what students accomplish. I was honored to teach hand applique all over the
country at national quilt events with American Quilter’s Society, Applique Academy in Williamsburg, VA, and
Baltimore On the Prairie in Nebraska City, NB. At local quilt shops, the Baltimore Garden Quilt has inspired
students in year-long workshops. I also teach hand quilting and hand piecing. My husband, Ed is more than
supportive, traveling with me all over the country to teach – packing, unpacking, setting up technology, and
keeping me organized. I could not have done that without him.
Do you remember the day when you
decided to do applique? My dear
friend, Mimi Dietrich, taught me in an
applique class in the 1970s. She is
responsible for my applique addiction.
What inspired you to continue to do
applique? In 1993, Baltimore Applique
Society was formed, and I have been a
member ever since. The
encouragement and friendship of BAS
members have inspired me (and one
another) to continue to promote
applique, and work to preserve antique
museum quilt collections. BAS members
have recreated several museum quilts, published patterns, and raised funds for quilt exhibits, preservation,
conservation, and supplies for storage of quilts and related collections, such as the Dr. William Rush Dunton
collections related to his important study, "Old Quilts."
--continued on page 7
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Barbara Burnham, continued from page 6….
Tell us more about the Dr. Dunton collection. Dr. Dunton, a
psychiatrist at Sheppard-Pratt Asylum in Baltimore, promoted
quilting for therapeutic purposes to his “nervous ladies.” He
became fascinated with the historical associations of quilts,
particularly album quilts from the Baltimore area, documenting
them in great detail with photographs, clippings, fabrics and
patterns. In 1916, as the Baltimore Museum of Art was forming
their quilt collection, Dunton organized several quilt exhibits at
the museum. In 1946, Dunton self-published his research in
“Old Quilts.” His manuscript and collections now reside at the
Baltimore Museum of Art. However, the aged and fragile papers
could not be viewed for study, and photo plates were
indistinguishable. In 1997, Baltimore Applique Society members
viewed the collection and generously donated funds needed to preserve Dunton’s collections with modern
methods, thus ensuring their availability for scholarly study.
What unique stories in your research have impacted you about antique quilts? I will admit I’ve been
‘impacted’ by collecting a passel of antique quilts, tops, and blocks. Other than Baltimore Garden, the quilts all
have one thing in common – NONE have signatures or even a hint about who made them, so I am left to just
imagine the makers. I also wonder – why were all these antique tops and blocks left unfinished? Then I glance
at my own deep pile of UFO’s! So, to answer your question – if there are any ‘unique stories’ in my antique
collection, they remain unknown. Do not let that happen to your important quilts.
How would you like to inspire applique lovers today to leave a legacy in quilt history? Label your quilts!
Without a label, your quilt might be considered ‘just a blanket’ by someone, rather than a family heirloom.
Photograph and document your quilts on paper for future generations. Arrange for disposition of your best
quilts – you do not know when your “time’s up.”
Do you have any physical limitations that keep you from doing applique or quilting as you have done in the
past? If so, how do you overcome those limitations? As we mature, physical limitations are inevitable, but may
be overcome with medication, exercise, physical therapy, or adaptation. Avoid problems – proper seating,
posture, good lighting, and a clock– take frequent breaks to avoid painful repetitive stress injuries. And relax!
According to Dr. Dunton, “A nervous lady who is concentrating on making a quilt has no time to worry over her
fancied (or real) physical ill health.”
Visit Barbara’s website (www.barbaramburnham.com) and blog (http://baltimoregardenquilts.blogspot.com/)
for applique and quilting tips.
--Anita M. Smith
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Thanks to Barbara for generously donating this pattern for use by our members!
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2020 - 2021 TAS Ballot
It’s annual election time and your vote is very important! At least 5% of the membership must vote for the election
to be official. Please vote online using the link below or by printing this ballot and returning by mail to the address
below. Candidate biographies were published in the March/April 2020 newsletter.
Board Officers - These positions are one-year terms, expiring May 1, 2021, so please vote for each position. An
unmarked box is counted as a no vote.
•

President: Anita M. Smith

•

Vice President: Dana Doerfler Yes ___ No ___

•

Secretary: Kathy Delaney

•

Treasurer: Katherine “Katie” McMullen Yes ___ No ___

Yes ___ No ___

Yes ___ No ___

Board of Directors – The following directors were elected to a two-year term in 2019 and are not up for re-election
this year. There is currently one open director position.
•

Position A: Dee Pitthan

•

Position B: Eileen Keane

•

Position C: Coleen O’Kane

Ballots must be submitted electronically or postmarked no later than May 20, 2020

To vote online, click here: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/ZWY82QG or scan the QR code below
To vote by mail, return ballot to:
The Appliqué Society
P.O. Box 1593
Freeland, WA 98249-1593
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Chapter Happenings
It’s difficult to believe just how much the world has changed since the last newsletter just two months ago! While
‘social distancing’ has become the new normal and in-person chapter meetings, workshops, retreats and quilt
shows have all been canceled or postponed, the internet has really come to life with an overwhelming assortment
of stitch-alongs, Facebook Live stitching and shopping sessions, demonstrations, and even virtual quilt shows and
retreats. Zoom has become a household name and a simple, inexpensive option for gathering groups of likeminded stitchers together.
The Threads of Time Chapter decided to give technology a try for their April chapter meeting. Using Zoom, our
chapter was able to gather at our regular meeting time and share our latest projects and chat about all of our
internet discoveries. The meeting went very well with minimal technical difficulties. If your chapter would like to
give a virtual meeting a try, a coordinator can set up a free Zoom account at https://www.zoom.us/. Meeting
participants do not need their own accounts to join the meeting, but if participating from a phone or tablet will
need to install the Zoom app. It’s easy to do and it’s a great way to be able to gather while keeping safe at home.
We want to hear what your chapter is doing to stay connected! Please submit your articles (with pictures if
you can) about your chapter’s happenings to taschapters@gmail.com
Visit the Chapters page on the TAS website to find a list of current chapters, information on starting a new
chapter, and an application form if you are ready to get one started in your area. Only three TAS members are
needed to start a chapter. If you are a member of a former chapter that is currently inactive, you can become an
active chapter again by filling out the same application form and checking the box “reactivate.”

Book Reviews
The Art of Elegant Hand Embroidery Embellishment and Applique
By Janice Vaine
This month I’m looking at an older publication. This book was published in 2011,
but it remains a classic resource for us. Janice Vaine is well known for her ribbon
embroidery. In this hardcover, spiral bound work, Mrs. Vaine shares several
applique preparation techniques, then moves on to dozens of embroidery
stitches. There is a cd included to print off the illustrated block patterns in order
to stitch up your own beautiful creations.
So much thought went into this volume! It’s an encyclopedia of embellishment,
from designs that are easy for the beginner, to the most intricate. Everything is
broken down with illustrations so the stitcher can follow along easily.
If you don’t already have this in your library, I suggest you add it as soon as
you can.
--Eileen Keane
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What’s on the Web
The quilting community has responded in a big way to keep quilters connected during these crazy times. The
internet is overflowing with free patterns, stitch-alongs, Facebook Live sessions, Zoom classes, virtual quilt
shows and other sources of inspiration. Quilting professionals have had to get creative to reach their
students and customers. Kathy Delaney shares her experience with moving from the quilt shop to a virtual
classroom below.
Please share the online projects, stitch-alongs and events you hear about through the TAS Facebook group.
We also want to see what you are working on while staying at home so please post those pictures!
If you are in need of a new wool applique project, Calico Patch Designs will be hosting The Woolen Oaks
Mystery Stitch-A-Long beginning on June 1, 2020, with a new free design released each Monday through
August 31, 2020. Visit the Calico Patch Designs website for more information:
https://www.calicopatch.net/woolen-oak-wool-applique-mystery-stitch-a-long.htm.

Lights! Camera! Teach!
By Kathy Delaney
I have been teaching quilt making for about 25 years now. I have taught
everywhere from my local quilt shop to local guilds to regional shows,
national shows and overseas. I have taught on television and created my
own DVD before they were a “thing.” But this month was a first to me. I
taught by way of a group meeting on the Internet.
As a TAS board member, I have become familiar with electronic board
meetings. We all sit in front of our computer cameras and meet “together”
from all over the country. So, with mandated social distancing and
cancelled group gatherings, I decided to try it with a class I teach monthly. I
sent everyone in the class an invitation and then prepared for a new experience.
I knew I wanted to be able to demonstrate a couple of applique techniques. I am used to doing that on
camera because when I teach I like to project what I am doing up on a screen so everyone in the room has a
front row seat to my demonstration. I set up a studio in my sewing space by putting my cell phone into a
holder that was attached to my sewing machine. And then I just started talking and demonstrating. I was
--continued on page 12

Newsletter Editor Needed
Interested in becoming more involved in TAS? The Board needs your help! We are currently in need of a
volunteer to lead the publication of the bimonthly newsletter. The newsletter editor’s responsibilities will
include planning content and securing authors for each issue, assisting in the development of newsletter
content, attending monthly board meetings, and preparing the publication for posting on the website.
Please email president@theappliquesociety.org if you are interested in volunteering.
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Lights! Camera! Teach!, continued from page 11….
quite pleased with my effort. It seemed to go smoothly. I only hit the camera a couple of times with my hand
and I did not really stumble over my words too much.
Two days later I decided to make a second video with some other techniques. This one didn’t go quite so
smoothly. I stumbled over words, started over several times, watched in dismay as the holder with my phone
lost its grip and fell over and just generally realized what a professional I am NOT.
I arranged to send the video to my son in California who graciously edited out the mistakes and made it into a
cohesive video. At first it didn’t look like it was going to work because the file was so large, and his Internet
connection is so slow, it took forever for the video to deposit itself on his computer. Because he had his own
meeting online, he had to attend that afternoon, he had to restart the download from scratch afterwards in
order to do his edits. Eventually, he sent it back to me. I was able to upload it to my computer desktop with just
two minutes to spare before the class meeting was to begin.
As it turned out, I was able to show the videos to my class without a single hitch. The participants were
delighted to see the videos but more importantly, they were to happy to connect. We were able to share what
we’ve been sewing, reading, what tv shows might be of interest, how our families are doing and generally lift
our spirits during this uncertain time of personal distancing. I love technology!

Let’s Go Shopping!

APPLIPOPS are stainless steel rings designed to make appliqueing with
circles easier, more efficient, and more perfect. The rings, which are
much thinner than washers, are available in sizes ranging from 3/8” to 2”
in diameter and eliminate the need for basting. Visit the APPLIPOPS
website (https://www.applipops.com/) for a video demonstration and to
order.

If you use bobbins of applique threads, Grabbit now has a square version of
the original BobbinSaver. Made of a pliable rubber material similar to the
original, the square is designed to hold up to 66 plastic or metal bobbins.
For machine quilters, jumbo versions of both the original round and new
square BobbinSavers are also available to store large bobbins. Available at
local quilt shops and online.
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Contacting The Appliqué Society
General Information

Anita M. Smith

Please contact the President at
president@theappliquesociety.org

Membership

Coleen O’Kane

Please contact Membership at
membership@theappliquesociety.org

Web Master

Coleen O’Kane

Please contact the Webmaster at
webmaster@theappliquesociety.org

Newsletter Editor

Open

Please contact the Editor at
newsletter@theappliquesociety.org

Board Officers:

Directors:

President

Anita Smith

Eileen Keane

Vice President

Dana Doerfler

Coleen O’Kane

Secretary

Kathy Delaney

Dee Pitthan

Treasurer

Katherine McMullen

TAS Facebook Groups:
• https://www.facebook.com/groups/608303619190226/ - open to TAS members only
• https://www.facebook.com/groups/205292649964358/ - Appliqué Open Form, open to the public

Mailing Address:
The Appliqué Society ®
P.O. Box 1593
Freeland, WA 98249-1593
Website:
www.theappliquesociety.org
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Join us for the TAS Annual Meeting (NEW DATE!)
When: July 9-10, 2020
Where: The Regency Conference Center in O’Fallon, IL
Cost: $30 meeting fee, optional workshops available for additional fee
See the TAS website for the registration form and more information.
Hosted by the Threads of Time Chapter
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